Long Gap Size PE Library Construction of Fungal Genomes
We constructed 4 long gap size paired-end libraries from 3 fungal DNA -Mucor circinelloides (GTSS and GTST), Neurospora tetrasperma (GTSU), and Spathaspora passalidarum (GTSY). The number of reads generated from these libraries are shown on the top of the bar graph (A). The increase of redundant reads in GTSS, GTSU, and GTSY were resulted from a higher loss of DNA during the library construction process. For each of these 3 genomes, we only have a sheared DNA fragments from yeast and circularized the ends using the CreloxP approach described in the 454 PE Library protocol. With the increasing fragment sizes, we found a general trend of decreasing library quality in several areas. First, redundant reads and reads containing multiple loxP linkers increase when the average fragment size increases. Second, the contamination of short distance pairs (<10Kb) increases as the fragment size increases. Third, chimeric rate increases with the increasing fragment sizes. We have modified several steps to improve the quality of the long span PE libraries. The modification includes (1) the use of special PFGE program to reduce small fragment contamination; (2) the increase of DNA samples in the draft assembly to locate the resulted pairs. The gap size distribution plots are shown in (B). We could not accurately determine chimeric pairs without a finished genome. 
We mapped all the unique pairs of these libraries to the yeast genome and plotted the gap size distribution as 0.5Kb bins in (A). We've seen an increasing amount of small fragment contamination as the targeted fragment size increases. Chimeric pairs include two reads with wrong orientation or separated greater than 80Kb. We've seen an increase of chimeric rate as the targeted fragment size increases. We use pulsed-field gels to size select fragments greater than 20Kb in size. We increase the amount of DNA in the circularization step to 600ng. The pUC carrier DNA is treated with UV to reduce the chance of amplification. We also use Covaris sonicator to shear circularized DNA. The flow of sequence data analysis is shown in (B). All reads are cross-matched against each other to identify redundant reads (greater than 95% nucleotide matches). The remaining reads are grouped into 3 major categories including "not informative", "unpaired", and "paired" reads. The paired reads must have more than 15 bases of sequences on both sides of the loxP linker. Only unique paired reads are used to check for chimera and gap size distribution. 
Paired-end Library Construction and Data Analysis Processes

B Quality of Long Gap Size PE Libraries
We constructed 4 libraries with DNA isolated from Saccharomyces cerevisiae S288C. We used this completed genome of 12,156,676 bases to evaluate the limitations of the current approach for constructing long gap size paired-end libraries. The fragments isolated from the PFG range from 18 to 65Kb. The names and fragment sizes of these libraries are shown in the left bar graph. The number of reads generated from these We ran two sets of test assemblies of the Spathaspora passalidarum (Table A) and Mucor circinelloides (Table B）  sequences We constructed 3 long gap size libraries from the same yeast DNA using the improved steps. The sequence analysis shows significant improvements in the representation of unique pairs (A), the contamination of small fragments (B), and the reduction of chimeric pairs (C).
